Drive efficiencies with smarter analytics

Competition is growing. Technology is
disrupting. Consumers are demanding more.
To meet these challenges, food and drinks
firms must be able answer the questions that
will drive their business forward.

Create agile scenario modeling by SKU,
brand, division and customer to facilitate
accurate short- and long-term sales planning,
production costs, overriders, distribution rates
and promotions.

Barrachd’s Food and Drink Analytics Platform
employs advanced analytics and flexible
‘what if’ scenario planning to help you
predict customer demand, control costs,
drive efficiencies and ensure you have all the
answers you need.

Financial Planning and Analysis

Designed in partnership with food and
drink manufacturers, FDAP takes a modular
approach to individual business areas whist
also providing an overarching view of the
entire business.
Commercial Planning
Integrate manufacturing plans, with sales data
and commercial plans to focus on products
by outlet, category and promotion. A single
version of the truth helps you spot and
leverage every advantage - or discover what’s
impacting your bottom line, and how to fix it.

Collate accurate, detailed information from
a variety of key sources, incorporating sales
data, forecasts, new business plans, changing
material costs, staff expenditure, marketing
activity and planned capital expenditure…
From yearly budget setting to rolling period
planning – integrate your sales plans from
commercial models and import expenditure
with adjustments for P&L, Balance Sheet and
Cashflow Planning.
Procurement
Improve your visibility into raw materials
and inventory levels throughout the entire
supply chain. Get a granular focus on product,
supplier and time, to help you identify spend
reductions, supplier quality and even fraud,
providing detailed analysis to support your
procurement.

Young’s Seafood

Finsbury Food Group

Young’s Seafood is the UK’s leading supplier of

Barrachd has worked with Finsbury Food Group

frozen and chilled, own-label and branded fish

to transform its information management, to fuel

and seafood. A major supplier to UK retailers,

budgeting, planning and reporting processes

restaurants and food service businesses, it is home

across its companies.

to the country’s best-loved frozen and chilled fish
brand.

Barrachd’s Food and Drink Analytics Platform
(FDAP) is at the heart of the solution helping the

While the food and drinks manufacturing industry

group address the increasing challenges faced by

generates huge amounts of data, much of this

the sector.

data is often complex and contained in silos. This
means it’s under-exploited and hard for business

Finsbury Food Group bakes breads, morning goods

users to access. Working closely with Young’s

and cakes for many of the UK’s best-known stores.

Seafood, Barrachd implemented FDAP to create a

The firm has a 20% share of the total pre-packed

single source of truth, saving time in planning and

cakes market, baking own-label treats for the UK’s

increasing collaboration.

leading supermarkets, as well as branded and
licensed cakes for the likes of Disney, Universal

While creating a single holistic planning view

and Thorntons.

of all Young’s customers and products, the new
commercial planning platform allows agile scenario

By delivering a combined, enterprise-grade

modeling by SKU, brand, division and customer

analytics platform that integrates with Finsbury’s

to facilitate accurate short- and long-term sales

core ERP system, the FDAP solution creates a

planning - including production costs, overriders,

single data platform across Finsbury’s group of

distribution rates and promotions. The solution also

companies, providing a ‘one version of the truth’

automates the business’ reporting environment.

approach.

Young’s financial planning and analysis – powered

This allows Finsbury Foods to combine financial

by FDAP – integrates sales plans from the

and operational data for strategic planning, drive

commercial model for agile and accurate P&L,

operational decision support, decrease time to final

balance sheet & cash-flow planning.

reports, and provide a workflow approach to the
submission of plans and numbers in a controlled

The seafood giant has since engaged Barrachd

environment.

again to expand the solution into procurement, for
a granular focus on product, supplier and time to

By ensuring that information is always available

identify further efficiencies.

FDAP is helping Finsbury Foods make effective
business decisions based on accurate data.

To find out more about FDAP - including how advanced analytics could drive your NPD,
Stock Planning, HR and Payroll, Manufacturing & Production Analysis, or Marketing &
Category Management – contact Richard Abraham

richard.abraham@barrachd.com

Barrachd works with

07495 896528

barrachd.com

